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Leviton, the industry leader in GFCI technology, has updated the design to its patented GFCI technology to 
offer improved protection from electrical hazards while also working with today’s appliances. 

Why an Update?
Modern appliances use components such as variable drive motors and switching power supplies in order 
to meet energy code requirements. The use of these advanced components can add electrical anomalies 
to electrical circuits which need to be correctly processed so a GFCI can respond only to true ground-faults 
if they occur. Leviton’s latest GFCIs feature improved technology to do exactly that - respond to electrical 
safety hazards while ignoring noise. The entire line of GFCI receptacles and circuit breakers are expertly  
engineered to help protect people from the hazards of electric shock and electrocution by interrupting 
power if a ground-fault is detected.

SmartlockPro® GFCI Advantages
-    Our patented reset/lockout functionality prevents reset of the device if it is not wired or  

operating correctly, helping to protect against shock or electrocution
-   Self-testing exceeds UL requirements for auto-monitoring
-   Dual function LED indicator light on the device face provides intuitive feedback on power 

 and protection status
-   Superior performance features such as enhanced immunity to electrical noise, resistance 

to surges and over-voltages, and more.

Leviton’s extensive line of SmartlockPro Self-Test GFCI Receptacles includes the following models: Standard, 
Weather-Resistant, Combination GFCI/USB, Combination GFCI/Switch, Guide Light, Audible Alert, Smart GFCI, 
Dual Function AFCI/GFCI and Blank Face. Designed to meet, or exceed, UL standards, the entire line of GFCI 
receptacles and circuit breakers* can be installed anywhere required by the National Electric Code® (NEC®).

*Leviton circuit breakers are designed for use exclusively with the Leviton Load Center.

Updated GFCI Technology from the Industry Leader 


